1. In which century was Beethoven born?
   18th

2. Spell "Princess".
   PRINCESS

3. Why do we have the rule in school not to run down the corridor?
   It prevents us from hurting ourselves

4. A mixture of sand and iron filings could be separated with what?
   Magnet

5. Whose wife, Sita, was kidnapped by Ravana?
   Rama

6. What's the longest woodwind instrument within an Orchestra?
   The Bassoon/Contrabassoon

7. At Diwali, lamps are lit and doors are left open to invite which goddess into the house?
   Lakshmi

8. On the internet, what are browser tabs?
   A tool which allows you to have several web pages open at the same time

9. How does a switch turn a buzzer on?
   By completing the circuit

10. How many days in a leap year?
    366 days

11. What must we do before starting any exercise?
    Warm up

12. The prefix "Un" (as in "Unhappy") means what?
    Not

13. What is the force caused by the pull of gravity on an object?
    Weight
14 Jesus' friends and followers were called what?
   Disciples

15 What is the best method of getting out of a swimming pool?
   Use the steps and handrail

16 What is the purpose of a switch in an electrical circuit?
   To turn the power on and off

17 Which European city was the first home of the Statue of Liberty?
   Paris

18 Cooling down after exercising helps your muscles to what?
   Relax

19 Which type of clothing is best for PE?
   Shorts and T-shirt

20 Why do trainers have rough-textured soles?
   For grip

21 When soft rock erodes to create a hole in the cliff what is this known as?
   Caves

22 When is it safe to cross at a zebra crossing?
   When the traffic on both sides has stopped

23 What is a factor?
   A whole number that divides into another whole number

24 What transports water from the roots to the rest of the plant?
   Stem

25 When you go swimming it is best not to go alone. Why?
   If you get into trouble others can get help

26 What should you do if your house is on fire?
   Get out and call the fire brigade on 999
27 Spell "Company".
COMPANY

28 What is a search engine?
A program which can find specific data on the web

29 How is a new law made?
Members of Parliament debate about new laws and then vote whether to introduce it or not

30 What is the name of the vertical axis?
Y

31 Sound waves cause which three small bones in the ear to vibrate?
Ossicles

32 Spell "Modern".
MODERN

33 How does a switch turn a bulb off?
By breaking the circuit

34 Which string instrument is often rested on the chin?
Violin

35 Spell "Secondary".
SECONDARY

36 In music, which sign is used for a half-beat?
A quaver

37 The program which you use to access the internet is called what?
Browser

38 How many months are there in a leap year?
12
39. What is the name of the diagram that uses pictures or symbols to represent data?
   Pictogram

40. What musical note is found on the third (middle) line of the treble clef stave?
   B

41. Who wrote the musical composition "Peter and the Wolf"?
   Prokofiev

42. Where might you hear an aria?
   At an opera

43. What is another name for drugs that can make us recover from illness?
   Medicine

44. If you break a rule in town such as stealing who will take action?
   Police Officer

45. Why can we NOT drink sea water?
   It contains salt

46. Which tense is used for stage directions?
   Present

47. Which is the largest planet in our Solar System?
   Jupiter

48. Spell "Disappear".
   DISAPPEAR

49. What is an intersection?
   The point where two lines meet

50. What is the name of the chart that represents the data in the fractions of a circle?
   Pie chart
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